INTRODUCTION
In the last ten years the theory of fuzzy topologies attracted more and more the attention of the scientific community and many interesting properties of fuzzy topologies have been investigated [3-5, 9-12, 1619, 21-27, 30, 31, 34-361 . The aim of this paper is to give a first systematic study of those fuzzy topologies, which are compatible with the underlying algebraic structure, e.g., with a group, ring, or vector space structure. One of the most important results is the permanence property that the probabilistic completion of fuzzy topological commutative groups (rings, etc.) is again a fuzzy topological commutative group (ring, etc.). As an application of this result we obtain Ei. a natural crossing from ordinary commutative topological groups to fuzzy topological groups as well as a new definition of the stochastic integral with respect to arbitrary stochastic processes having orthogonal increments only (cf. [6, 71, Sect. 5.2) .
Based on a brief survey concerning the theory of fuzzy topologies (cf. Sect. 1) we develop the fundamental notions of the fuzzy topological group, ring, and module in Sections 2 and 3. The richness of this theory appears in Section 4, which deals with probabilistic complete fuzzy topological groups. Finally Section 5 indicates the applicability of this theory to spaces of abstract valued, almost everywhere defined random variables. For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case of complete Boolean algebras, and we do not choose complete Brouwerian lattices as sets of "truth values" (cf. [lO-12, 161) . But generalizations to the scope of Brouwerian lattices are evident, and in fact the most important theorems remain true. 113
1. PRELIMINARIES
B-fuzzy subsets
Let (8, <) be a complete Boolean algebra, a(B) be the unit (zero) element in 6, and let c( v /? (a A /?, tl') be the join of {a, /?) (meet of {CI, /?}, complement of H) in 8. Further let X be an arbitrary nonvoid set; referring to the terminology due to Goguen [S] each element fc Bx is called a 6% fuzzy subset of X. Considering a partial ordering < on oix specified as follows: fi4f2of*(x)~f2(X)VxEX, (1.1.1) we obtain that (Sx, 4) is a complete Boolean algebra too. In particular the Boolean operations in ($5' are defined pointwise.
DEFINITION (Q-Filter). (a)
A nonvoid subset f~l of Bx is said to be a set of (fi-fuzzy subsets satisfying the u-condition iff Ml is provided with the following property: ( IF,} is a II-filter base on X, then the filter @-'(F,) generated by B, is said to be the inverse image l-filter of F, under @. Finally in the case of Q = (0, 1 } the theory of B-fuzzy subsets coincides with the usual set theory.
O-fuzzy Topological Spaces
Let X be an ordinary nonvoid set; referring to the terminology due to Lowen [23] a nonvoid subset 0 of Bx is said to be a B-fuzzy topology on X iff 0 satisfies the following conditions DEFINITION (G-fuzzy neighborhoods). (a) For every point p E X let UJ, be a nonvoid subset of Sx. ( UJ,),,x is said to be a system of G-fuzzy neighborhoods of X iff (UJ,), E x is provided with the following properties:
(Ul) UJ, satisfies the K-condition for all p E X (U2) d,,dzEUp=xdl A d,EUJJp for allpEX (U3) dEU,*d(p) =Q for allpEX (U4) VdP E UJ, 3~: UqEx UJ, x {q} x U, + 6 s.t. the relations Va, U, (/lqc~ (VdqE U, @,a d,))) = Q, C&d * d,(x)) A &a 4J G d,(x), Qx E X, are valid.
In particular each element de IIJ,, is called a G-fuzzy neighborhood of p.
(b) Let !J, be the Q-filter of all B-fuzzy neighborhoods of p. Every a-filter base B, of U, is said to be a neighborhood base of p.
From Proposition 5.1 in [ 1 l] we obtain that in the Boolean case the axioms of B-fuzzy topologies coincide with the axioms of probabilistic topologies (cf.
[lo]); and therefore by virtue of the main theorem in [lo] ' (a.l.)(x)=a,VxEX. every B-fuzzy topology 0 can be identified with a system (U,,),,, of C&fuzzy neighborhoods and vice versa. In particular a B-fuzzy subset g of X is open iff g satisfies the condition ,A (,iJ, (g(x))" A 4x)) G MPH" QPEX.
(1.2.1) P Further we use the following terminology: A B-fuzzy subset f of X is closed iff the complement S" off is open. The closure h of a B-fuzzy subset is defined by
A Q-fuzzy subset h is dense in X iff the closure of h coincides with X, i.e., Q(p) = II, Vp E X. Referring to [ 101 and to Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.4 in [16] the subsequent relations are valid:
The closure of a B-fuzzy subset is closed. If g is an open B-fuzzy subset of X and if h is dense in X, theng<gAh.
Moreover B-fuzzy topologies can be generated as follows:
For each point p E X let B, be a II-filter base on X satisfying the conditions Then there exists an unique B-fuzzy topology 8 on X such that for all p E X the set B, is a neighborhood base of p.
Proof. Let OJ, be the f-filter generated by 5,. Obviously U, fulfills (Ul)-(U3). In order to verify (U4) we proceed as follows: By definition for every element dP E U, there exists a mapping K: leap -+ C5 provided with the properties (cf. 1.1)
According to (B2) for each element b E B, we choose a mapping ~b:UqeX~px~dx~q -+ 6 equipped with the properties (a) and (b). Now we are in the position to define a mapping Ic: lJqE X IEB, x {q} x B, + 8 by and we infer from (a) and (b) in connection with (1.2.5)
hence (UJ,), E X satisfies (U4).
Q.E.D.
As an application of the above lemma we introduce the product of @-fuzzy topologies as follows:2 The Cartesian product of two G-fuzzy subsets fl of Xl and .f2 of x2 is defined by (fl xf2)h, p2) =.MPJ * GAPE), V(p,, p2) E X, x X2; further let (Xi, 0;) be a B-fuzzy topological space and QJFJP,.X, be the system of Q-fuzzy neighborhoods corresponding to Oi (i= 1, 2); by virtue of the preceding lemma there exists an unique B-fuzzy topology 0, @ O2 on X, x X2 such that { dp, x dP2 I dP, E U,, , d,, E U,,} is a neighborhood base of (pl, p2) for all (pl, p2)eX1 xX,; Lo,@O, is said to be the product B-fuzzy topoloy of LoI and CO,.
Let (X, 0) be a B-fuzzy topological space, A be an ordinary subset of X, and let i, be the canonical injection from A into X. The B-fuzzy topology 0, := {i,'(g), g E O> is called the relative B-fuzzy topology on A induced by 0. A B-fuzzy topology 0 on X is II-Hausdorff separated3 iff for every pair (p, q) EXX X with p # q there exists a B-fuzzy neighborhood dP of p and G-fuzzy neighborhood dq of q satisfying the following V {d,(x) A d,(x), ~4 $ Q.
Let @: X + Y be a mapping; Q, is said to be B-fuzzy continuous at a point pEXiff UJ@ CPj E @(UP); @ is B-fuzzy continuous on X iff @ is @-fuzzy continuous at each point p E X. In particular @ is B-fuzzy continuous iff for all open @-fuzzy subsets g of Y the inverse image G-'(g) of g is an open Q-fuzzy subset of X (cf. [23] ). A bijective mapping @ is a homeomorphism iff Q> and @ -' are both G-fuzzy continuous. Considering B-fuzzy continuous mappings as morphisms, the class of B-fuzzy topological spaces constitutes a category FTOP.
Finally let r be an ordinary topology on X and U, be the set of all neighborhoods of p w.r.t. r. Identifying ordinary subsets A of X with their characteristic functions4 1, we infer from the preceding lemma that there exists an unique (fi-fuzzy topology Co7 on X such that B, = ( 1 U, U E U, > is a neighborhood base of p w.r.t. LOT for all p E X. In particular a B-fuzzy subset g of X is open w.r.t. 9, iff g is lower semicontinuous w.r.t. r (cf. [14] ), i.e., dP)G v A g(x) 3 ( ) VpEx; UEUp xeu 0, is said to be the Cs-fuzzy topology on X generated by z (cf. [23] ). Identifying ordinary topological spaces (X, r) with (X, 0,) we obtain that the category TOP of topological spaces is a full subcategory of FTOP. In the case of 0 = (0, 1 } the theory of B-fuzzy topological spaces coincides with the ordinary theory of topological spaces.
B-fuzzy Uniform Spaces
Let X be an arbitrary nonvoid set; on Gjxxx we introduce a binary operation A Q-filter V on Xx X is called a B-fuzzy uniformity on X (cf. [ 11, 161) iff V is provided with the following additional properties:
If V is a Q-fuzzy uniformity on X, then (X, V) is said to be a G-fuzzy untform space, and each element dE W is a B-fuzzy vicinity in X.
Let (Xi, n/J be a (Ii-fuzzy uniform space (i = 1,2); a mapping @: X, + X, is called (fuzzy) uniformly continuous iff5 V, c (CD x @)(V,). A bijective mapping @ is an isomorphism iff @ and Q-' are both uniformly con- Further let V be a Q-fuzzy uniformity on X and VW be a B-fuzzy uniformity on Y. Then B = {f@ g) E V x VW} is a vicinity base on Xx Y, and the @fuzzy uniformity VOW generated by B is said to be the product Gjiizzy uniformity on Xx Y with respect to V and W.
(d) For every ordinary uniformity !J3 on X the set B = (1 v, VE %} is a vicinity base on X; hence each ordinary uniformity % can be identified with the 6%fuzzy uniformity V(B) generated by B.
(e) By virtue of the lemma in Section 1.2 for each B-fuzzy uniformity V on X there exists an unique B-fuzzy topology 0, on X such that B, = {d,Id,(q) = d(p, q), de V} is a neighborhood base of p w.r.t. Ov for all p E X In particular, if V is generated by an ordinary uniformity %(i.e., V = V(B)) and if zrg is the ordinary topology induced by %3%, then, 0 v(s)--o*,, i.e., the diagram in Fig. 1 
Probabilistic Convergence Theory
We use a convergence theory-the so-called probabilistic convergence theory-which is essentially different from the convergence theory proposed by Lowen for fuzzy topological spaces (cf. [25] ). Let 0 be a B-fuzzy topology on X with the corresponding system (UJ,),,, of B-fuzzy neighborhoods. A Q-filter IF on X is probabilistic convergent, or briefly, convergent iff there exists a point p E X such that U, G iF. A point p E X is said to be an adherent point qf a II-filter 5 iff there exists a Q-filter W such that UJ, u F G W. A Q-fuzzy uniform space is called probabilistic complete iff every Cauchy filter on X is convergent with respect to the (s-fuzzy topology Co, induced by V. In this context the following two theorems are fundamental (cf. Theorems 3.5 and 5.8 in [16] There exists an injective mapping j: XCS 8 satisfying the conditions (i) j is an isomorphism ontoj(X) (ii ) j(X) is dense in 2.
(Cl In particular (2, Q) is unique, i.e., (2, 9) is determined by the property (C) up to an isomorphism.
The B-fuzzy uniform space (2, 9) is called the probabilistic completion of (X, V). If (X, '13) is an ordinary complete, separated uniform space, then in general (i.e., 8 # (0, 1 f) (X, V(B)) is not probabilistic complete; however according to Theorem II we are always able to construct the probabilistic completion of (X, V(B)).
B-FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (E, . ) be a (not necessarily commutative) group and Lo be a 6fuzzy topology on E. The triple (E, ., 0) is said to be a B-fuzzy topological group 6 if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(GTl) The mapping .: E x E + E is B-fuzzy continuous w.r.t. 000 and 0.
(GT2) The inversion x+x-l from E to E is B-fuzzy continuous w.r.t. Co. Let (E, ') be a group, e be the neutral element in E, 0 be a 6%fuzzy topology on E, and let U, be the system of all B-fuzzy neighborhoods of e w.r.t. 0. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) (E, ., CO) is a @-fuzzy topological group (ii) 6 is translation-invariant and fulfills the subsequent properties
Proof
The implication (i) * (ii) follows immediately from the Definition 2.1 and Remark 2.2. In order to prove (ii) * (i) we proceed as follows: By virtue of (GVl) and (GV3) for every B-fuzzy neighborhood d of e and for every element CE E we are in the position to choose a mapping K: UJ, -+ 6 provided with the properties Using the estimation
we infer from the translation-invariance of 0 that . : G x G + G is 6%fuzzy continuous in (a, c); hence (GTl ) is verified. The relation (GT2) is an immediate consequence of (GV2) in connection with the translationinvariance of Co.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let (E, .) be a group with the neutral element e, and let F be a Q-filter on E equipped with the properties (GVl)-(GV3). Then there exists an unique @fuzzy topology 8 on E satisfying the conditions:
(i) F is the system UJ, of all G-fuzzy neighborhoods of e w.r.t. 0. (ii) (E, ., 0) is a (fi-fuzzy topological group.
(a) The uniqueness of 0 is an immediate consequence of (i) and (ii) in connection with Remark 2.2(a).
(b) (Existence). Because of (GVl) and (GV2) the equation d(e) = II holds true for all d E IF; hence for all x E E the set U, defined by
VZEE} fulfills the properties (Ul)-(U3). By virtue of (GV3) and Proposition 2.3 it is sufficient to prove that (U,),, E satisfies the axiom (U4). Because of (GVl ) for each element d E [F we can choose a mapping K: IF + (si provided with the properties
Now we introduce a mapping I?: U c E E RJ O x {c > x U C -+ 6 as follows
and therewith (U4) is verified.
COROLLARY 2.5. Let (6, 6 ) be a complete Boolean algebra of countable type (cf [20] ). Further let (E, + ) be a commutative group, 0 be the neutral element in E, and 0 be a G-fuzzy topology on E, and let UJo be the system of all B-fuzzy neigborhoods of 0 w.r.t. Co. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) (E, +, 0) is B-fuzzy topological group (ii) Lo is translation-invariant and fulfZ1.s the subsequent properties ' (GVl) VdEU,IbEUJ, k',<K,+,,VnEM
By virtue of (Ul ) the B-fuzzy subset b, defined by (a) Let (E, ., 0) be a (s-fuzzy topological group, OJ, be the system of al (li-fuzzy neighborhoods of e w.r.t. Co, and let H be a normal subgroup of Lo, is said to be the Q-fuzzy quotient topology on E/H (cf. [ 31) .
(b) Let {(Ei, ., @;I, in Z> be a family of @-fuzzy topological groups and U, be the system of all G-fuzzy neighborhoods of ei w.r.t. Oi. Further let (Xic, Ej, .) be the algebraic product of the groups (Ej, .), Z7,: Xic, E; + E, be the projection onto the i,th coordinate, and let J(Z) be the set of all nonvoid, finite subsets of 1. By virtue of Corollary 2.4 there exists a unique B-fuzzy topology oiclOi on Xisl E, satisfying the conditions
~EH} isaneighborhood base of (e,)iE,.
(ii) (XielEi,., @i,,oi) is a B-fuzzy topological group; @ iel0i is called the G-fuzzy product topology on Xic, Ei w.r.t. fli.
Remark 2.7 (B-fuzzy real numbers). Let IF&! be the ordinary set of all real numbers. A B-fuzzy subset F of R is said to be a Q-fuzzy real number iff F fulfills the following properties:
On the set X( R, 6) of all &fuzzy real numbers we introduce a structure of a conditionally complete real vector lattice as follows (cf. [29] ): Obviously (X( R, ch), t p. , ., =$ ) is a conditionally complete real vector space. A B-fuzzy real number F is nonnegative w.r.t. $ ) iff F(0) =@ (cf.
Sect. 5 in [ 131). We define a multiplication for nonnegative B-fuzzy real numbers F, and Fz by and we extend rc h to X(R, 6) as follows:
Obviously (X(R, 8), z ,, , TC ,, , * ) is a commutative real algebra with unit element. Identifying a (crisp) real number XE R' with the B-fuzzy real number E, determined by E,(T) = 1) x < r, = 8, r 6 x, we obtain that x --f E, is a ring-monomorphism from (R, +, .) to (Jw4@),~.,~.). DEFINITION 2.8 (B-fuzzy pseudo-norm). Let (E, +) be a commutative group and X(R +, 6) ( = %'(I$ 6)+) be the set of all nonnegative B-fuzzy real numbers. A mapping 1 I: E -+ X( R' +, 6) is said to be a B-fuzzy pseudo-norm on E iff ( ( satisfies the following conditions:
(N3) Ix+yI ~~~(l-4, 1~1).
(Triangle Inequality) THEOREM 2.9 (Metrization of B-fuzzy topological grops). Let (6, <) be a complete Boolean algebra of countable type, and (E, +) be a commutative group.
(a) Zf I I is a B-fuzzy pseudo-norm on E, then there exists an unique Q-fuzzy topology 0, , on E provided with the properties
is a neighborhood base of 0 w.r.t. 0, , (i) b,+l+b,+l+b,+16b,,VnE~ (ii) b, is symmetric for all n E N (iii) {b,, n E N } is a neighborhood base of 0.
We define a mapping p: E-r X(R+, 8) by bb)l(r) = QJ
With regard to (ii) and (iii) the mapping p fulfills (Nl) and (N2). Moreover p induces a B-fuzzy pseudo-norm ) 1 as
In order to verify that the B-fuzzy pseudo-norm ( 1 generates the G&fuzzy topology 0, because of (2.2) and (2.2') it is sufficient to prove ASSERTION. Vn E N V(x,);= 1 E E" V(r,);, 1 E (R+)n:
. Proof. In the case of n = 1, t<C;= i ri or C;= I ri= 0, the assertion is evident. Therefore we assume that n is greater than 2 and the inequality 0 <a := C;= i ri < 1 is valid; and therefore the following alternative holds true: Either
Using induction over n we obtain 3i, E {l,..., n}:
Now we choose a natural number m E fV with 2-" < a < 2-""-'I; from the above relation in connection with (2.2) and (iii) we derive the estimation /j CP(xi)l(ri) 6 b i= 1 hence the assertion follows.
Q.E.D. Because of (RV3) and (U2) for every element b E UJ,, there exist three mappmgs IC:, rci, and ~2 from U, to 6 provided with the properties v {K;(6), FE U,} = II,
From (3.1) and (3.2') we derive the estimation <d(z, .zz--x; y,).
Defining a mapping K: U, + 6 by 
IFI (r) = v (F(r) A V( --I + vm VrER, nerm is a (li-fuzzy valuation on the ring (X( IF!, 8), r ,, , rc ,, ).
From Proposition 3.2 we derive COROLLARY 3.5. Let ) ) be a B-fuzzy valuation on a ring (R, +, .). If 0 is the O-fuzzy topology on R generated by ) I (cf: Theorem 2.9), then (R, +, *, 0) is a B-fuzzy topological ring. DEFINITION 3.6 (@fuzzy topological module). Let (R, +, ., Co,) be a B-fuzzy topological ring, (E, +, . ) be a module over R and let 0 be a Q-fuzzy topology on E. The quadruple (E, +, ., 0) is called a B-fuzzy topological R-module iff the following conditions are satisfied (GT) (E, +, CO) is a B-fuzzy topological (commutative) group. (MT) The mapping (1, x) + I. x from R x E to E is B-fuzzy continuous w.r.t. 0, @ Co and 0. Defining a circled B-fuzzy O-neighborhood 6, by 6Jz) = V { 111 (l/(n + l)+ ) A b(x) 1 (A, x) E R x E, 1. x = z}, we obtain from (3.4) that B, is in fact a O-neighborhood base.
(b) (ii)*(i) The B-fuzzy continuity of the addition follows from (GVl'). In order to verify the continuity of the mapping (A, x) + I. x we proceed as follows: By reason of (GVl') for every element b,E B, there exists a mapping K: [L%, + (fi equipped with the property Further we fix a pair (;1,, x,) E R x E and an element a E R satisfying (MV2). For each n E N we choose a natural number m, with n. (1 -l/n)"n < 1; hence the submultiplicativity implies II, := I/l,l(n) A Icq(l-l/n)< ~lZo.cPq(l+). (3.6) Referring to (MVl) each element 5~ B, is circled and absorbing; and therewith the following relations are valid R, A (a"4Y)(x-X,)<b"(il,~(x-x,)) we conclude from (MV2), (3.6), and (3.9):
v { E(n, b), (n, 6) e F+J x b} = Q,
hence (A, x) -+ A. . x is %-fuzzy continuous at (A,, x,). Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 3.9. Let I I be a nondiscrete, @-fuzzy valutation on a commutative ring R, (E, +, .) be a R-module, and let B be a I-filter base on E provided with the properties (GVl'), (MVl) and (MV2). Then there exists a unique translation-invariant, B-fuzzy topology 0, on E satisfying the following conditions:
(i) B is a neighborhood base of 0 w.r.t. On (ii) (E, +, ., OB) is a e-fuzzy topological R-module. Proof. Referring to Theorem 3.8 it is suflicient to prove that the assertion (ii) implies the B-fuzzy continuity of the mapping (A, x) + 2. X. For each n E N there exists a natural number m, with n. (t)"n < 1. Using the notations of the proof of Theorem 3.8 we first obtain A B-fuzzy seminorm p is a B-fuzzy norm on E iff p fulfills the additional property (Nl") p(x)=~,~x=O.
Remark 3.14. (a) Let p be a B-fuzzy seminorm on a vector space E; then B, = {f E BEI 3n E N, f(x) = p(x)( l/n) Vx E E} is a I-filter base on E endowed with (Kl ) and (K2). Since the axioms (Kl) and (K2) imply (GVl'), (MVl ), and (MV2), we deduce from Corollary 3.9 in connection with Corollary 3.12 that there exists an unique B-fuzzy topology 0p on E such that (1) (E, +, .,op) is a locally convex B-fuzzy topological vector space, (2) B. is a O-neighborhood base w.r.t. op. Moreover 0, is II-Hausdorff separated iff p is a @-fuzzy norm on E.
(b) Every locally convex B-fuzzy topology can be described by a family of @-fuzzy seminorms in the sense of (a).
(c) Products and quotients of (locally convex) B-fuzzy topological modules are again (locally convex) @-fuzzy topological modules.
Cd) Let 6% +, +, r) be an ordinary topological (locally convex) vector 6hJZZYTOPOLOGIES space, and 0, be the 6%fuzzy topology on E generated by z (cf. Sect. 1.2). Then (E, +, ., @) is a (locally convex) Q-fuzzy topological vector space. In this sense we identify each ordinary topological vector space with a B-fuzzy topological vector space.
PROBABILISTIC COMPLETE ~-FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS
In the following let (E, +) be always a commutative group. Further let (E, V) be a B-fuzzy uniform space. A (s-fuzzy vicinity dE V is said to be translation-invariant iff d satisfies the following condition:
V is called translation-invariant iff V has a vicinity base B consisting of translation-invariant B-fuzzy vicinities only. Zf (E, +, 0) is probabilistic complete and if 0 has a countable neighborhood base w.r.t. 0, then the quotient group (E/M, +, 0o) (cf Remark 2.6(a)) is also probabilistic complete.
Proof: Since 0 has a countable neighborhood base, we infer from Theorem 2.9 that 0 is generated by a @-fuzzy pseudo-norm 1 I. By virtue of Corollary 2.10 the B-fuzzy topology oQ can be derived from the G-fuzzy pseudo-norm [ Q determined by Moreover for all m > n > no we derive from (4.6), (4.7), (4.7'), and (4.9) the estimation
< lU-Ul(2p""+'). Then W is translation-invariant.
Proof: By virtue of Lemma 4.14 in [16] it is sufficient to prove that for each B-fuzzy vicinity f E WA the B-fuzzy vicinity (i, x iA)( f) in E is translation-invariant. We put F= {(x, y) E E x E, y -x E A} and consider the relative B-fuzzy topology on F induced by 0 0 0. From (b) and (c) we conclude that for all f E W, the B-fuzzy subset h, of F defined by
is open. Further we denote by iCa,FJ (iF, respectively) the canonical injection from A x A into F (from F into E x E, respectively). Since f is translationinvariant and 1 A x A is dense in F, the relation (1.2.4) implies: hf < iCA,&-); and therewith by virtue of (U4) the inequality iF(hf)< (i, x iA) holds-in other words, using once more the translationinvariance of f-we obtain: iF(hr) = (i, x iA)( f ). Therefore it is sufficient to establish the relation We associate with h an algebraic isomorphism @,: E/Ker(h) -+ Im(h) such that the subsequent diagram (Fig. 2) is commutative
Since h is strict, the isomorphism Dh is a topological isomorphism. By virtue of Corollary 4.7 in connection with Theorem I in 1.4 we obtain that the diagram in Fig. 3 is commutative
Since the Q-fuzzy continuous extension is unique (cf. Proposition 3.4 in [ 16] ), the assertion follows from (*). we obtain from (4.16't(4.19') the estimations
A P,(y- 
Proof
Since the closure of a convex B-fuzzy subset is convex, the assertion follows from Remark 4.6(a) in connection with Corollary 4.11.
APPLICATIONS
The aim of this section is to show that B-fuzzy continuity and probabilistic completeness play a remarkable part in the theory of stochastic processes.
Probabilistic Completion of Ordinary Topological Groups, Rings, and Modules
Many spaces of abstract valued random variables can be considered as the probabilistic completion of ordinary compact, Polish, or locally convex spaces.
First we denote by (8, <) a complete, weakly o-distributive Boolean algebra of countable type, e.g., a probability o-algebra (cf. [20] ). Further let (X, r) be an ordinary topological space, go(X) be the a-algebra of all Baire subsets of X, and let X(X, 8) be the set of all Boolean a-homomorphism h: go(X) + 6.
(A) Let (X, r) be an ordinary (not necessarily metrizable) compact or Polish space. We identify 7 with the B-fuzzy topology @ on X generated by r (cf. Sect. 1.2). From Section 6 in [16] we obtain that the probabilistic completion of X w.r.t. 0, coincides with X(X, 8). Moreover, if (X, +, *, r) is an ordinary compact or complete metrizable separable ring, then we conclude from Corollary 4.10 that (X(X, (5), $, *, 8,) is a probabilistic complete, B-fuzzy topological ring. In particular the algebraic operation $ and 5 can be defined as follows: Let h, and h, are elements of X(X, (Ij), S be the Stone space of 8, and let @; be a Baire measurable mapping from S to X, which induces the Boolean a-homomorphism h,, i.e., @l:'(A)rh(A) VA ELBJX), i= 1, 2 (cf. [33, 153) ; then the o-homomorphism hl $ h2 (h I ^ hZ, respectively) is induced by @r + @Z (@r * Q2, respectively).
EXAMPLES.
(a) Let (0, l} be the ring consisting of two elements only. The probabilistic completion of (0, 1 } coincides with the Boolean algebra 8, and the set U, of all Q-fuzzy O-neighborhoods is given by OJ, = {do (ljO, a0 < d(cc) Vcc E S}. Moreover the probabilistic completion of the power set 9(X) = (0, 1 }" is just the set Bx of all B-fuzzy subsets of X. is again an exact sequence of strict morphisms. As an application of this situation we are in the position to derive probabilistic versions of extension theorems, e.g., a probabilistic version of the theorem due to Bore1 (cf. [28] ), etc. 
